
 

 

PG760 - Remington ONE Head & Body Multi-groomer 
EVERY HAIR. EVERYWHERE. EVERYONE.  

 
 

Collection Summary: 
Remington ONE is our new collection of multi-purpose styling tools that deliver both convenience and 
performance. Whether you are drying, styling, trimming or shaving, we have the ONE tool for you. 
EVERY HAIR. EVERYWHERE. EVERYONE. 
 
Product Summary: 
 
The Remington ONE Head and Body Multi-groomer is your ‘go to’ tool for versatile head-to-toe 
styling. Unlike other multi-purpose tools, the Remington ONE Head and Body Multi-groomer includes 
three full-size attachments and 2x more power^^, for versatility without compromise. The 
attachments include a full-size foil shaver, a full-size, 38mm T-Blade with 7 combs from 1.5mm to 
15mm, and a full-size rotary nose and ear trimmer.  It includes everything you need to trim and 
shave from head-to-toe and it’s 100% waterproof, for wet or dry use and easy cleaning.  It charges 
from any USB port and is ready to use in just 2 hours, plus the 5-minute quick charge function 
means you’ll always have the power to take care of those last-minute details. When you’ve found the 
ONE, you’re ready for anything. 
 
Paper Summary:  
 
The Remington ONE Head and Body Multi-groomer has 3 full-size attachments and 2x more 
power^^ for versatility without compromise. Includes a full-size foil shaver, 38mm T-Blade, 7 
combs from 1.5mm to 15mm, and a full-size rotary nose and ear trimmer. It’s also 100% waterproof 
with USB charging, 5-minute quick charge and storage pouch. 
 
 
Key Feature 1: 10-in-1 Styles from Head to Toe 
Enjoy styling with confidence and convenience of an all-in-one tool, with 3 powerful, full-size styling 
attachments and 7 comb attachments. It gives you everything you need for your different grooming 
routines from head to toe, without compromising on performance. 
 
3 Full-Size Styling Attachments, including: 

• Full-Size Foil Shaver gets you clean-shaven results 3x faster**. The shaver adapts to your 
contours, helping you to capture every hair for a close, comfortable shave. 

• The 38mm Premium T-Blade is 20% wider*** for more coverage, allowing you to trim hair 
anywhere on your head or body and shape your beard with confidence. 

• Rotary Nose and Ear Trimmer with 6x more cutting coverage^ and curved plates that draw 
in hair from both the top and sides. Complete your grooming routine by eliminating annoying 
hairs in hard-to-reach places. 

 
7 Combs, including: 

• Adjustable Stubble Comb (1mm-5mm) –  a single easy-to-use comb that offers precise 
0.5mm trimming increments from 1.5mm to 5mm. Simply twist the dial to adjust the trimming 
length to meet your personal requirements.  

• 6 Fixed-Length Barber Graded Combs for head and body (1.5mm-15mm) – giving you a 
range of cutting lengths to trim and shape hairstyles, beards and body hair. The combs are 
marked with barber grades from #0 to #5, as well as in millimetres and inches for easy 
reference. 



 

 

 
Key Feature 2: 2x More Power^^ 
The Remington ONE Head and Body Multi-groomer is 2x more powerful^^ than a standard multi-
groomer for reliable cutting performance. 
 
Key Feature 3: 100% Waterproof 
For convenient usage wet or dry and easy cleaning. Gives you the flexibility to complete your 
grooming routine while in the shower or to use dry in front of a mirror. For easy and hygienic cleaning, 
the product can be washed under the tap after each use.  
 
Standard Feature: Up To 60 Minutes Cordless Usage 
You can rely on the multi-groomer to get the job done without running out of power part-way through. 
With up to 60 minutes cordless usage, you’ll have plenty of time to complete your head-to-toe routine. 
 
Standard Feature: 2-Hour Charge 
A fast, two-hour charge time takes you from zero power to fully charged – ideal for busy lives. 
 
Standard Feature: 5-Minute Quick Charge 
Need to look your best right now? The ONE head and body multi groomer has a 5-minute quick 
charge for a boost of power so you can finish your grooming session. 
 
Standard Feature: 3-Stage LED Indicators  
Lights up during charging and shows you, at-a-glance, the amount of battery life you have left. 
 
Standard Feature: USB Charging 
For hassle-free charging at home or when you’re on the go simply connect to any USB charging port.  
 
Standard Feature: Storage pouch 
Keep all your attachments together in one handy, stylish pouch. Perfect for easy storage and travel. 
 
Standard Feature 3-year guarantee+1^^^ 
Rest assured, your multi-groomer comes with a 3-Year guarantee, plus when you register online 
within 28 days, you can get it extended for an extra year^^^. 

 
Product Features:  

 10-in-1 styles with 3 Full Size Attachments and 7 combs 
 3 Full-Size Attachments, including: 

o Full-Size Foil Shaver  
o 38mm Premium T-blade  
o Rotary Nose and Ear Trimmer 

 7 combs, including: 
o Adjustable Stubble Comb (1mm-5mm) 
o 6 Fixed-Length Barber Graded Combs (1.5mm-15mm) 

 2x More Power^^ 
 100% Waterproof  
 Up to 60 minutes cordless usage  
 2-hour charge time  
 5-minute quick charge  
 3-stage LED indicators  
 USB Charging  



 

 

 Storage pouch  
 3-year guarantee+1^^^ 

 
 
 

Feature Benefit 
10-in-1 Styles with 3 Full Size Attachments 
and 7 combs 

The versatility you want from a multi-groomer 
with the powerful performance of full-size tools. 

3 Full-Size Attachments For faster, more effective performance* 

Full-Size Foil Shaver  3x faster shaving** that adapts to your contours.  

Full-Size 38mm Premium T-blade 20% wider than a standard blade*** for faster 
trimming of hair, beard and body. 

Full-Size Rotary Nose and Ear 
Trimmer 

6x more cutting coverage^ with curved plates 
that draw in hair from both the top and sides.  

7 combs: Set precise trimming lengths for the T-blade for 
hair, beard and body. 

Adjustable Stubble Comb (1mm-
5mm) 

Twist the dial to choose from 0.5mm trimming 
increments from 1mm to 5mm. 

6 Fixed-Length Barber Graded 
Combs (1.5mm-15mm) 

Giving you a range of cutting lengths, each 
comb is marked with the same grade your 
barber uses, from #0 (1.5mm) to #5 (15mm), for 
easy reference. 

2x More Power^^ More powerful than a standard multi-groomer for 
reliable cutting performance. 

100% Waterproof   For convenient use when wet or dry and for 
easy cleaning 

Up to 60 minutes cordless usage  Enjoy reliable performance with up to an hour of 
uninterrupted grooming from a single charge. 

2 hours charge time Fully charged and ready to use in just 2 hours. 

5 minutes quick charge  Provides just enough power for one grooming 
session. 

3 stage LED indicators  Shows battery charging status and remaining 
battery life. 

USB Charging  Can be charged from any USB point so it is 
easy to use wherever you go. 

Storage pouch Convenient and stylish storage, at home or on-
the-go. 

3-year guarantee+1^^^ 3-year guarantee, plus register online within 28 
days of purchase for an extra year^^^    

 
Claim Substantiations 

*Faster, more effective performance vs Standard Remington Groomer (PG4000/PG3000) 
** 3x faster shaving vs.the Foil Attachment of a Standard Remington Groomer based on cut stroke 
calculations can vary by beard growth and technique 
*** 20% wider blade vs.a Standard Remington Groomer based on blade size x cutting rate (PG3000) 
^ 6x more cutting coverage vs A standard Remington Linear Groomer Head(PG3000) 
^^ 2x more power vs. the motor of a standard Remington groomer 
^^^ Register online within 28 days of purchase for an extra year at https://remington-europe.com/  

https://remington-europe.com/

